POLITIC OF QUALITY AND ENVIRONMENT

The Burgus Tribute & Design Hotel is a tribute to Braga, millinery city, Suevos’ capital city, Romans’ Bracara
Augusta, nowadays city of Portugal and its people.
This Innovative project gets inspiration from the testimony of time and its recognition through the insertion in
the hotel architecture and services of the Tribute to great personalities and institutions that made or make a
mark in the history and future of this Burg.

Passeio do Burgo, Lda sets out to promote its distinct hotel which is a Tribute to the signal institutions and
personalities of Braga’s region, its architecture and decoration is based on this theme and it always develops its
activity in this line of exultation with a service of excellence and quality, as well as the events also related to its
theme.

Since the Hotel Burgus is a tribute of Braga and its personalities, the policy of quality is defined taking into account
the personal characteristics of the signal figures of Braga’s history. Hence, we distinguish ourselves for:

Accuracy of the services
As well as André Soares excelled for the thoroughness in the details of its works, the Hotel Burgus means to offer
to its guests a service of excellence with the aim to satisfy the Guests with Quality services.

Wisdom
As well as Adolfo Luxuria excels for his degree in Law and constant interest in legal issues, we commit to fulfil the
legal requirements and applicable regulations of the hotel sector.

Functionality
As well as D. Pedro made a remarkable job in the administrative and territorial reorganization od the city of
Braga, our hotel thanks to a multi-disciplinary team assure all the funcionality of the services aiming for a
continuous improvement.

Recognition
As well as D. Afonso Henriques, Portugal conqueror, left as heritage the interest for the conquest of being
precursors, we also want to distinguish ourselves for the recognition of our services of excellent, dinamic and
available professionals. Our aim is to pass this image across borders, in order to conquer new markets.

Sustainability
Inspired on the scientific knowledge and on the explicative theory of nature of Francisco Sanches, this hotel has
the commitment to respect and preserve the local environment through the adoption of sustainable practices.
“…the memories of our past times are still alive and fill us of happiness and teaching with their beauty and
strength.”
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